
Progress in nanotehnology have a substantial impat on our lives, and sienti� exploration of the

nanosale area still ontinues. However, the world at shrinking nanodevies is governed by the laws of

quantum mehanis, whih are di�erent from our everyday experienes and present many hallenges to

researhers. For example, eletron, a omponent of atoms, have a quantum property alled spin, whih

makes that eletron behaves like a small magnet. Eletron spin is used in spintronis. It is a branh

of nanotehnology investigating role of eletron spin, in addition to its fundamental eletroni harge,

in eletroni transport, in solid-state devies, moleules, or single atoms. Spintronis have beome an

important part of siene from both its fundamental as well as appliation point of view sine it has a

strong potential for modern tehnologies.

Nulear spins are already used in mediine, for routinely onduted magneti resonane imaging

(MRI) for diagnostis. Conventional eletron spin resonane (ESR) usually detets marosopi num-

ber of atoms with unpaired eletrons. Reent breakthroughs in spin polarized sanning tunnelling

mirosopy (SP STM) make it possible to probe the spin dynami of individual atoms, either isolated

or integrated in nanoengineered spin strutures. The IBM researh group ombined the high-energy

resolution of onventional eletron spin resonane with sanning tunneling mirosopy (STM-ESR) to

measure the eletron spin resonane of individual iron atoms plaed on a magnesium oxide �lm. To

obtain ESR spetra, experimentalists swept the frequeny of the voltage applied between STM tip and

sample. Next they monitored the time-average tunnel urrent, whih on resonane inreased. Sur-

prisingly, there are still many open questions about the mehanism leading to the all-eletrial ESR

signal, whih means that magneti moment respond resonantly to an a eletri �eld. Thus, it is not

neessary to apply an external osillating magneti �eld as in onventional ESR measurements. One

of researh objetives of this projet is related to these questions.

We will show that also the onstant external magneti �eld an be replaed by the exhange �eld

ontrolled by the loal eletri gate voltage. To this aim we adapt model of the quantum dot (an atom)

tunnel oupled to the ferromagneti eletrode (a spin polarized tip of the STM) and to normal eletrode

(a silver Ag substrate with thin insulating layer of MgO that form the seond tunnel barrier). We will

investigate the in�uene of virtual partile exhange proesses resulting in an e�etive exhange �eld,

whih were not inluded in the previous models. In our opinion the applied a voltage an generate

the a exhange �eld, whih an lead to the all-eletrial ESR signal. We will study how the magneti

exhange interation would funtion in the presene of the a voltages applied to this system and

we will test the hypothesis, whether suh a voltage an ause the a exhange magneti �eld. Suh

the exhange magneti �eld ontrolled by the voltage an be rather onvenient, sine it ould allow to

avoid generating strong and loalized magneti �elds that is tehnially hallenging in nano-devies and

allows for saling of this tehnology. This ould provide a new path to harness spin in nanoeletronis.

The projet's aim is in line with the urrent global researh trend, related to the development of

quantum omputing and quantum tehnologies. Quantum tehnology is an emerging new area whih

might have a similar impat on our soiety as lassial integrated iruit tehnology. In 2016 during the

opening of the Quantum Europe onferene in Amsterdam the "Quantum Manifesto" was presented.

This Manifesto alls upon Member States and the European Commission to bold strategi investment

now in order to lead the seond quantum revolution. The planned theoretial study will lead to new

results that an be used in spintronis, ESR measurements on single objets, or quantum omputing

and ommuniation. The full potential of single spin ESR, has yet to be onsidered, thus further study

are neessary.
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